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Imaging the high-speed impact of microdrop on solid surface
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An experimental setup that images the high-speed impact of a microdrop onto solid surfaces is
described. The drop generation system provides a stream of monosized microdrops having diameter
near 100mm and the velocity around 10 m/s. The drop train is manipulated to deliver a single drop
onto a solid target by selective charging and deflection. The images of drop spreading at different
times are obtained by the double-flash photography technique. Representative experimental results
are given with the estimation error of time elapsed after impact below 5ms. In addition, it is shown
that drop impact kinematics can be adopted to estimate the time in the very early stages of drop
spreading. Such drop delivery and optical imaging system can be used to study the fuel spray
behavior in internal combustion engines and molten microdrop deposition process in droplet-based
manufacturing. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1614860#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Impact of a liquid drop on a solid surface has been
subject of intensive study for more than a century.1 The fluid
dynamic behavior associated with drop impact, e.g., d
base diameter evolution, is determined by the impact ve
ity, the original drop diameter, the surface tension, the v
cosity, and interfacial parameters such as contact angle
slip length.2 When the effects of the interfacial paramete
are neglected in the inertia-dominating spreading stage,
fluid dynamic behavior is determined by the Weber num
and the Reynolds number, defined, respectively, as
5rU2D/s and Re5rUD/m. Here r, s, and m denote the
drop density, the surface tension, and the viscosity, res
tively, D is the drop diameter andU is the impact velocity. If
heat transfer is involved in addition to fluid dynamics, re
evant nondimensional parameters such as the Prandtl nu
and solid–liquid property ratios are added. Furthermo
when the phase change of a drop accompanies, one sh
include the Stefan number and drop superheat paramet
the group of relevant parameters. When multiple dimensi
less parameters affect the drop impact behavior, a spe
experimental condition can hardly be generalized by vir
of the similarity argument. Therefore, in order to understa
the thermal or fluid-dynamic impact behavior of a certa
condition, it is inevitable to perform experiments corr
sponding to the specific impact conditions.

The understanding of liquid drop impact comes main
from observing drop morphology evolution during its inte
action with a solid target. Unless a highly viscous drop
gently placed on a solid, drop impact phenomena are usu

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
kdmin@snu.ac.kr
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too rapid to be seen by either naked eyes or ordinary C
cameras operated at the speed of 30 frames per second
time scale of inertia-controlled drop spreading,t, can be es-
timated byt5D/U. Supposing that a syringe generates
drop of 2 mm diameter, 30 cm above a solid target,
impact velocity is approximately 2.4 m/s neglecting air r
sistance. Then the impact process takes place within abo
ms. To obtain the temporal evolution of physical paramete
such as the base diameter or height, during spreading,
temporal resolution of the imaging technique should
much less thant. In the aforementioned case, the imagi
system should be able to capture the process with the r
lution of 100ms or so. Such a high temporal resolution c
be achieved by commercial high speed cameras which ca
operated as fast as over 40 000 frames per second,3 but they
usually suffer from poor image quality as well as short
cording period.

The difficulty can be circumvented in two ways. One c
investigate the impact process with a greatert by using a
larger drop or reducing the drop velocity. Then the drop i
pact process can be imaged with a high speed video cam
running at the speed of the order of 1000 frames per seco4

In addition to high speed video system, the stroboscope o
arc lamp with an ultrashort flash duration enables one
capture sharp images of rapidly moving objects at presp
fied instances. In drop impact studies using this techniq
usually an optical sensor, situated between a drop gene
and a target, detects a traveling drop and provides elect
signal to trigger the flash5,6 or camera shutter7 after a given
delay time. One can reconstruct the drop impact process
taking multiple pictures of different drops while varying th
time delay based on the assumption that the drop imp
conditions are reproduced exactly. When using a large d
in experiments, however, the reproducibility of experimen
il:
0 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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conditions is in serious doubt especially because the dro
not spherical at impact due to its oscillation.6 On the other
hand, when the drop size is in submillimeter scales, the d
rapidly recovers the spherical shape after a few oscilla
periods upon exiting the drop generator nozzle. The refi
ment to the flash photography can be devised by execu
multiple exposure for a CCD camera8 although the images o
the spreading drop are overlapped in one image. Using
imaging techniques surveyed above, the impact dynamic
drops having diameters from approximately 100mm to 4 mm
and velocities on the order of 1 m/s have been imaged so
This experimental range covers natural processes suc
raindrops hitting a windowpane and industrial processes s
as solder jet bumping.9 Some typical experimental condition
employed so far are listed in Table I.

In this work, we aim to provide an experimental appa
tus and technique for a microdrop@O(D)510– 100mm# im-
pacting on a solid surface with a high velocity@O(U)
510 m/s#. This experimental condition is of great practic
importance since it can simulate a fuel spray impacting
diesel or spark-ignited engine walls10 or a rapid prototyping
process using molten metal microdrops.11 As mentioned
above, the rigorous experimental understanding of suc
process involving both fluid dynamics and heat transfer
only be obtained by realizing the exact impact conditio
However, no experimental studies have been reported o
high-speed impact of microdrops thus far, and here
present the imaging results of such impact conditions. T
experimental setup constructed in this work consists o
device to provide a single microdrop having a high imp
speed and an imaging system with the temporal resolutio
less than 10ms. In the following we describe the develop
ment of those experimental systems consisting of microd
generator/manipulator and high-speed photography se
Then we present representative experimental results obta
by using the described system.

II. GENERATION AND MANIPULATION OF
MICRODROPS

A. Apparatus

We develop a microdrop-generation system which de
ers a single microdrop with a high velocity onto a solid ta
get. A single drop with a diameter of approximately 100mm
can be produced by ejecting a small liquid mass throug
micronozzle. The ejection can be realized by pressurizin
liquid chamber instantaneously with a thermal bubble or
ezoelectric membrane, and this mode of drop generatio

TABLE I. Typical impact conditions experimentally investigated to date

Reference Liquid D (mm) U (m/s)

4 water, ink, silicone oil 2.8–3.5 0.77–3.47
5 n-heptane 1.5 0.93
6 water 5.5 2.4–4.0
7 water 2.7 1.58–4.53
8 water, glycerin, silicone oil 1.2–4.9 0.78–4.1
12 molten solder 0.08 1.5
24 water 0.45 2.7
26 water 23 0.63–2.20
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referred to as drop-on-demand. However, the drop-
demand method typically produces a drop having a low
locity ~around 1 m/s!.12 To produce a microdrop with a larg
traveling speed, a continuous liquid jet should be ejec
from a nozzle. A liquid jet is inherently unstable under ca
illary action and this phenomenon is commonly called t
Rayleigh instability.13 If a periodic disturbance is given to
the jet, it is broken up into a train of drops of identical si
and velocity. This method of drop generation is referred to
the continuous-jet mode and has been exploited for vari
applications such as inkjet printing,14 solder ball
production,15 and free-form fabrication.11

We fabricate a microdrop generator consisting of a liqu
chamber, piezoelectric vibration unit, and an orifice. A sch
matic of the setup is shown in Fig. 1. The liquid chamber
supplied with distilled water pressurized by air. The liquid
ejected through a ruby orifice whose diameter can vary
tween about 10mm and 2 mm~Bird Precision!, and is given
a periodic forcing by the piezoelectric vibrator. The vibrat
is driven by an alternate current amplifier connected to
function generator~Stanford Research Systems DS-34!.
When the jet radius isa and the undulation on the liquid je
has the wavelengthl, the diameter of the resulting dropD
becomesD5(6a2l)1/3 by volume conservation.l is related
to the jet velocity, v j , and vibration frequency,f, as l
5v j / f . Figure 1 includes the image of microdrops emergi
from a continuous water jet.

For the microdrop generator to serve the purpose of
single drop impact study, the drop stream should be man
lated to deliver only a single drop onto a target. We isolat
single drop by electrically deflecting the drop stream exc
only one drop. This is similar to a scheme of flow cytome
in which an optical system detects a specific biological s
stance contained in drops generated by continuous-jet m
and those drops are selectively deflected to be separated
the other drops.16 In our experiments, we deflect all the drop

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic of experimental apparatus;~b! drop images at regions
I, II, and III as designated in~a!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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4932 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 11, November 2003 Kim, Park, and Min
into a gutter except a single drop which is allowed to f
straight onto a target. To this end, the charging and deflec
apparatus are situated beneath the orifice as shown in Fi
The charging ring connected to the high-voltage power s
ply induces electrical charge on drops and those drops
veered off the straight path by the deflection plates. Unl
the deflection plates where the constant electric field is m
tained throughout the experiment, the charging ring is c
nected to a circuit that grounds the ring for a short time
demand. A microdrop which forms from the liquid jet durin
the shutoff period is not charged and thus travels stra
unaffected by the deflecting field downstream. This mic
drop collides with the target and we image its collisi
behavior.

B. Analysis

To effectively induce electrical charge on drops, it
important to place the charging ring at the jet breakup lo
tion. The jet breakup length,l j , is the distance from the
orifice where the initial disturbance sets in, to the break
location. It corresponds to the traveling distance of the liq
jet for the time t* until the magnitude of the disturbanc
grows to equal the jet radiusa. Therefore,a and t* are re-
lated as, under the linear stability assumption:17

a5h0 exp~qt* !, ~1!

whereh0 is the magnitude of the initial disturbance andq the
growth rate of the disturbance of the wavelengthlmax. Using
l j5v j t* , we get

l j5
v j

q
ln~a/h0!. ~2!

It is practically impossible to know the value ofh0 a priori,
which is supposed to be infinitesimal. Hence, we experim
tally determine its value, or ln(a/h0) for v j55.35 m/s anda
550mm. The growth rateq is predicted from the linea
stability theory. Weber’s theory18 givesq as:

q21
3mj2

ra2
q5

s

2ra3
~12j2!j21

Uraj3K0~j!

2a2rK1~j!
, ~3!

wherem is the drop viscosity,j52pa/l, ra the air density,
andKn the modified Bessel function of the second kind,
ordern. The value ofl is given byv j andf, thusj andq are
determined in sequence. Then measuringl j yields the value
of ln(a/h0)58300 for the condition tested. To test the gen
ality of this value, we measurel j for different experimental
conditions and compare them with theoretical predictions
Fig. 2. We find that regardless of the jet velocity variatio
the constant value of ln(a/h0) can be employed to estimat
l j .

The degree of drop stream deflection determines the
cation of the gutter. It is dependent on the electrical cha
induced on each drop and the strength of electrical field
the deflection region. The net electrical charge on a dro
assumed to be identical to the electrical charge induced
the surface of a liquid column of lengthl. Schneideret al.19
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modeled the liquid column and the surrounding charging r
as concentric cylindrical capacitors, and obtained the elec
cal chargeQ per unit mass:

Q

m
5

2pe0Vc

ra2 ln~r c /a!
, ~4!

wherem denotes the drop mass,e0 the permittivity of free
space,Vc the charging voltage, andr c the inner radius of the
charging ring. Charged drops are veered off the origi
straight path due to the electric field in the deflection regi
The drop trajectory is obtained by considering forces act
on the drop, i.e., gravity, air drag, and the electrostatic for
The equation of motion thus becomes

m
dv̄
dt

5mḡ1F̄D1QĒ, ~5!

wherev̄ is the drop velocity vector,t the time,ḡ the gravi-
tational acceleration,F̄D the drag force, andĒ the electric
field whose magnitude is given byE5Vd /s, Vd ands being
the deflection voltage and the spacing between the deflec
plates, respectively. The drag forceFD is written as FD

5CDrav2A/2, whereCD is the drag coefficient andA the
cross-sectional area of the drop. Ormeet al.20 used the drag
coefficient for a single sphere to solve Eq.~5!, but in reality,
the drops move in an aligned train thus experience less d
than an isolated drop. Therefore, we use the drag coeffic
given by Mulhollandet al.21 for the monodisperse drople
stream. Their model proposes the drag coefficientCD for a
drop traveling in a drop stream with the uniform spacingl s

as

@CD~ReD ,l s /D !#2p5@CD
0 ~ReD ,l s /D !#2p

1@CD
`~ReD!#2p, ~6!

where ReD is defined as ReD5UD/na with na being the air’s
kinematic viscosity, the empirical constantp50.678,CD

0 is
the asymptotic value ofCD as l s /D→1, andCD

` is the drag
coefficient for an isolated drop.CD

0 is written as

FIG. 2. Variation of jet breakup length with jet velocity.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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4933Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 11, November 2003 High-speed impact of microdrop
CD
0 ~ReD ,l s /D !5CD

08~ReD!1e ReD
21~ l s /D21!, ~7!

where the empirical constante543.0 andCD
08 is the drag

coefficient when l s /D51 expressed by@CD
08(ReD)#2p

5@Crod(ReD)#2p2@CD
`(ReD)#2p. Crod is the drag coefficient

for an infinitely long cylinder andCD
` is given by22

CD
`50.281

6

ReD
1/2

1
21

ReD
. ~8!

The location of the charged drop is obtained by numerica
integrating Eq.~5! and the result is compared with the e
perimental measurements in Fig. 3. The figure also inclu
the results using the isolated drop model which overe
mates the drag force.

III. DOUBLE-FLASH DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY

Since the microdrops delivered through the abo
scheme spreads very rapidly upon impacting on a solid
face with high speed, we reconstruct a sequence of d
spreading by taking photographs of drops having ident
impact conditions at different times after impact. To obta

FIG. 3. Drag coefficient and deflection distance of traveling drop stream
the experiments,D5300mm, U55.35 m/s, andl s /D52.3. ~a! Drag coef-
ficient for isolated drop and drop stream.~b! Comparison of simulated and
measured~circles! deflection distances. The drop stream simulation res
lies between the predicted deflection distances for isolated drop and wi
air drag, and agrees well with the experimental results.
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sharply frozen images of moving drops, a flash with a sh
duration should be triggered at a specified moment. As
drop size reduces to the order of 100mm and the drop ve-
locity reaches over 10 m/s, optical means to detect the d
for triggering often fails. Therefore, we synchronize t
charging circuit with two stroboscopes, so that the stro
are triggered with a given delay by a signal grounding
charging ring for a short period. Two lamps are used to
quire the drop spreading image and also to measure the
elapsed after impact.

Hatta et al.23 and Fujimoto et al.24 used such double
flashes to capture drop spreading images. Hattaet al. used a
rotating disk with a slit to separate a drop from a stream
drops but no actual images are shown in their work23

Fujimotoet al.utilized essentially the same apparatus as R
23 but they separated three successive drops from a
stream to image the successive drop collision. Those stu
suffered from the poor reproducibility of drop impact cond
tions due to air flow caused by the rotating disk. On the ot
hand, our drop delivery system exhibits an excellent rep
ducibility of impact conditions as discussed below.

A schematic of the imaging setup used in our study
included in Fig. 1. The imaging system consists of a CC
camera~PCO Pixelfly; 128031024 pixels!, two delay gen-
erators~Stanford Research Systems DG-535!, and two stro-
boscopes~Seolim DX-525!. As shown in Fig. 1, delay gen
erator A sends a signal to a power circuit upon man
command to shut off the charging for a short period. De
generator A opens the shutter of the CCD camera afte
delay time,t1 , during which the drop approaches the targ
While the camera shutter is kept open, delay generato
sparks the first strobe before the drop hits the target. Afte
delay time,t2 , the second strobe is sparked by delay ge
erator B. Then the camera shutter is closed by a softwar
which the CCD exposure duration is prescribed. By repe
ing the above procedure while changingt2 , which is set to
capture the drop image after impact, a sequence of drop
ages can be reconstructed. Each photograph of the C
camera, digitally acquired by a personal computer equip
with a frame grabber, contains two images of the same d
at different moments, each corresponding to the moment
fore and after impact. With the drop velocityU known, the
distance between the preimpact drop and the target surf
L, allows one to calculate the time taken for the drop
travel until impact,t35L/U. Then te5t22t3 is the time
elapsed after impact when the second drop image is ta
Here we emphasize that the elapsed time after impact is
tained only by using each image that contains two drop
ages before and after impact, without resorting to inform
tion of the drop delivery process.

Since the high-speed impact of small drops occ
within a very short time, a high degree of reproducibility
required to capture the images with sufficiently high temp
ral accuracy and resolution. Therefore, we measure the d
diameter and impact velocity to test the reproducibility
drop impact conditions provided by our drop generator. T
impact velocity is measured by taking two images of t
same drop both before impact in one frame as shown in
4. The impact velocity is calculated based on the prespeci
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4934 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 11, November 2003 Kim, Park, and Min
delay time and the measured distance between the drop
ages. Table II shows the measurement results in typical
using the orifice of 100mm diameter. Both the drop diamete
and impact velocity are reproduced within a few per cents
standard deviation when at least 15 images are analyze
each condition.

The temporal error of the current imaging system is
termined by such factors as the precision of time delays g
erated by the delay generators, the strobe flash durations
the prediction accuracy of drop impact moment. The pre
sion of delay is within 50 ps according to the manufactur
We measure the strobe flash duration by sparking the fl
and subsequently opening the camera shutter with a se
terval using the delay generator. When the interval reac
1.5 ms, the image taken by the camera is completely d
while the image is brightly saturated when the interval is
ms. Therefore, we find that the maximum flash duration
each strobe is less than 1.5ms. The accuracy of the hitting
moment estimation is dependent on the measurement e
of U and L, and the error associated withU is discussed
above. The distance between the bottom of drop image
fore impact and the target surface is 480 pixels, or 1.50 m
for the image shown in Fig. 5 and the measurement erro
estimated to be61 pixel ~60.21%!. The distance a drop
travels during a single strobe flash is less than 0.024 m

FIG. 4. Microdrop images used for measurement of impact velocity~case
I!. The images are of the same drop taken at different moments and the
travels downward. The bottom-most drop image is the reflection from
solid surface.

TABLE II. Drop impact conditions. Std. denotes the standard deviation

Case
D

~mm!
Std. ofD

in mm ~%!
U

~m/s!
Std. ofU

in m/s ~%! We Re

I 213 3.7~1.7! 8.0 0.13~1.6! 190 1700
II 260 4.5~1.7! 15.0 0.31~2.1! 810 3900
III 234 8.3~3.5! 16.2 0.21~1.3! 860 3800
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thus its effect on the velocity measurement error is bel
1.6%. Therefore, the error associated with estimating the
ment of impact is evaluated to be less than 3.5ms consider-
ing the error propagation~2 ms!25 and flash duration~below
1.5 ms!. Therefore, the maximum error associated with d
termining the time at which the second drop image is take
below 5ms. The magnitude of error is not negligible for th
impact condition considered especially in the initial sprea
ing stages. The error can be significantly reduced by us
lamps with shorter flash duration and by increasing num
of pixels corresponding to the drop travel distance. The c
rent state-of-the-art of xenon flash lamp achieved the fl
duration of 0.15ms,12 and its use can reduce the error to le
than 2.3ms. In addition to the methods described so far,
time elapsed after impact can be estimated by resorting to
drop impact kinematics. A further discussion of this meth
is given below.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we present the representative experim
tal results obtained by the microdrop generation and imag
system discussed above. Figure 6 shows the images
water drop of 260mm diameter impinging on a polycarbon
ate surface with the impact velocity of 15.0 m/s. The tim
scale of inertial spreading period,t, is about 17ms for the
current impact condition. The drop is shown to rapidly co
lapse into a thin disk of approximately 40mm thickness for
about 30 ms after impact. Upon reaching the maximu
spreading degree, the drop recoils due to capillarity wh
increasing the disk thickness. After about 400ms, the center
of the recoiling drop rises resembling a dome. The do
rises with the increase of its volume while the fringe layer
drawn inward. Beyond 600ms, the contact area is kept con

rop
eFIG. 5. Drop images to enable the estimation of drop impact moment.
drop impact conditions correspond to case II.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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4935Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 11, November 2003 High-speed impact of microdrop
stant although the oscillation of the top surface contin
even after 1 ms. The overall morphology evolution exhibit
similar trend to that of macrosized drops except that the c
rent process takes place within a very short period of tim
Figure 7 shows the spreading diameter evolution with tim

The relative accuracy of time estimation improves as
time increases since the magnitude of error is constant. H
ever, in the very early stage of impingement, the error is
negligible compared with the estimated time. In this tim

FIG. 6. Sequential images of microdrop impacting on polycarbonate sur
with high speed. In the image before impact, the bottom drop image is
reflection of the upper. The drop impact conditions correspond to case

FIG. 7. Evolution of dimensional drop base diameter with time for case
Downloaded 28 Oct 2003 to 161.122.33.181. Redistribution subject to A
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range, another method based on the physics of drop im
can be resorted to for confirming the time estimation. A
cording to Riobooet al.,8 the drop impact process consists
the kinematic phase and the subsequent spreading phase
kinematic phase, corresponding to the very early stage
impact, is characterized by the absence of peripheral lam
During this phase, the information of drop bottom contacti
a solid surface yet propagates to the top and the liquid n
the contact area is compressed. Hence the drop colla
speed is the same as the impact velocity. The second im
in Fig. 6 shows such drop configuration in which the dr
appears as a truncated sphere without lamella ejection.
measurement of the drop height reveals the time elapsed
ter impact to be 1.1ms based on kinematics. A close look
the same image further shows that a vague image of lam
ejection is captured surrounding the drop bottom. This
supposed to be the event occurring while the lamp flashes
less than 1.5ms. Combining these observations, we find th
the kinematic phase lasts at least 1.1ms upon impact and tha
the lamella starts to be ejected, i.e., the spreading phase
sues, in less than 2.6ms upon impact.

The third and fourth images exhibit the typical lame
ejection in the spreading phase. Reference 6 found that
drop collapse speed is almost the same as the original im
speed even after the kinematic phase until the time reac
t/2, and it corresponds to 8.5ms in our case. Then measurin
the drop height reduction again gives the time elapsed a
impact. Thus obtained times for the third and the fourth i
ages are 3.9 and 7.3ms, respectively. We find these value
are very close to the times inferred from measuring the d
location before impact imaged by dual flash.

The effects of impact conditions on the microdro
spreading behavior are investigated by measuring the ima
obtained using the conditions listed in Table II. The evo
tion of the spreading diameterd(t) is plotted with the timet
in dimensionless forms in Fig. 8. It is found that the dro
with high impact speeds~cases II and III! spread more than
one with low impact speeds~case I!, which is consistent with

ce
e

.

.

FIG. 8. Comparison of dimensionless drop base diameter evolutions
different impact conditions.
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the results of previous studies. In addition, the spread
phase is prolonged as the Weber number increases, thu
dimensionless time at which the maximum spreading deg
is reached increases as the drop spreads more. We com
the maximum spreading degrees measured in the curren
periments with the model of Ref. 7. The model is based
the assumption that the initial kinetic and surface energy
drop is converted into viscous dissipation and the surf
energy of the drop at the maximum spread state. The m
mum spread factor,j5Dm /D, whereDm is the maximum
diameter of the drop base, is the solution of the followi
equation:

F1

4
~12cosu!10.2

We0.83

Re0.33Gj32S We

12
11D j1

2

3
50. ~9!

Figure 9 compares the experimental results with the mo
ing. The predictions are in fairly good agreement with t
measurements, which confirms that Eq.~9! provides ad-
equate estimation of the maximum spread factor for hi
speed impact of microdrops. However, it is noteworthy t
our experimental results indicate that the maximum spr
factor for case III having a higher Weber number is grea
than that of case II although the modeling predicts alm
identical values. It implies that the Weber number plays m
important roles than the modeling assumes in this regim
drop impact. Further theoretical elaboration is called for
explain this observation.

In addition to the experiments using a solid target
room temperature, we image the microdrop impact beha
onto a heated target. As discussed above, when heat tra
is involved in the impact process, the number of similar
variables increases thus extending the macroscale ex
mental results to microscale phenomena is impractical. In
experiments, a heated aluminum plate, whose root m
square~rms! surface roughness is below 0.1mm, is used as a
target. Images of water drops with the diameter of 235mm
and the impact velocity of 10.0 m/s are taken with the tar
surfaces maintained at constant temperature of 150, 200

FIG. 9. Maximum spread factors predicted by Mao’s model and meas
by experiments.
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300 °C. Figure 10 shows those images. It is noticed that
drop behavior is different for varying target temperatu
When the target temperature is 150 °C, localized boiling
curs before 300ms to form a growing thermal bubble out o
the spread film. The formation and bursting of bubbles c
tinue until the surface is completely dried out. Such form
tion of bubbles out of the liquid film has not been reported
millimeter-sized drops impacting on hot surfaces.5,26–28 As
the target temperature is raised to 200 °C, boiling gets
vigorous that the entire film is affected. Vigorous boilin
results in the emission of tiny droplets vertically upward a
the emitted droplets evaporate in the air without touching
hot surface. When the target temperature reaches 300
which is above the Leidenfrost temperature~277 °C! of wa-
ter, the spread film is lifted above the surface due to ra
vapor film formation underneath the drop. Then the lift
film disintegrates into small droplets, which are larger th
the droplets emitted at 200 °C. The droplet ejection is
radial direction rather than upward as seen in the case
200 °C. The droplets have longer lifetime than those fro
impact at 200 °C due to their greater size. Although the
porization process is different depending on target temp
ture, the high-speed images reveal that the initial spread
stages are identical to those from impact on roo
temperature surface.
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FIG. 10. Sequential images of microdrop hitting a hot aluminum surfa
Original drop diameter is 235mm and the impact velocity is 10 m/s. Th
spherical drop image above the surface and the spreading film are o
same drop. The solid surface temperature is~a! 150,~b! 200, and~c! 300 °C.
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